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What do we know about ASD?

LACK OF 
FLEXIBILITY

SOCIAL & 
COMMUNICATION
PROBLEMS



Autism friendliness
§ There is no such category as “autistic behaviors”, 

only “human behaviors (Barry Prizant)

§ An autism friendly approach starts 
from an understanding of autism from within!

§ Knowledge of “autistic thinking” is the key to success 
in education and treatment!



Standard idea about the brain
Computational analogy

Input à Processing à output

Perception à Cognition à Action



What’s wrong with our current ideas about the brain?

§ Information processing is not linear
§ Sense making is not just integrating all the details of the sensory 

input
– There isn’t enough time to calculate and make that puzzle! (Daniel 

Kahneman)
– Processing all the sensory input (computing) is not very helpful for 

survival! (Smilodon story)

§ So, the brain does not compute, It guesses,
§ And it can make smart guesses because it uses context,
§ This is known as: the predictive mind
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meaning
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bottom up top down
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Checking prediction 
(prediction error)

prediction

stimulus
bottom up top down

But it works like this
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The predictive mind

• The brain does not process stimuli, only what is 
different from the stimuli it predicted…
• The brain is a prediction organ and it doesn’t like 

prediction errors
• The brain has only one goal: 

helping us to survive by minimizing prediction errors
• Learning (unconscious perceptual and conscious active)
• Changing the world



The predictive mind: precision

• The brain knows it cannot avoid all prediction errors. 
Therefore, it uses a variable precision in handling prediction
errors



The weight given to sensory input or own 
expectations depends on the context

How much weight you give to a prediction error depends on how 
certain you are about your model of the world and the predictions 
based on that model (Lawson, Mathys & Rees, 2017)

Known environment

Sensory input Own model

Unknown environment

Sensory input Own model



stimulus
sensation

sensation

stimulus

stimulus
sensation

no stimulus sensation

stimulus no sensation

Sensory input is highly unreliable



Perception is controlled hallucinating.
We don’t see the world, but our model of the 
world.

Our perception of the world is an illusion
that (in most cases, fortunately) coincides 
with reality. 

Chris Frith



Predictive mind
Predicts the sensory input 

and then processes the 
prediction error 

(= difference predicted 
and actual input)



• In autism the flexible adjustment in function of context of 
predictions and the weight given to prediction error seems 
to be affected
•HIPPEA: 

High, Inflexible Precision of Prediction Errors in Autism
(Van de Cruys a.o., 2013, 2014)

Autism, the predictive mind and context



Hypothesis Palmer, Lawson, Hohwy (2017)

The autistic brain treats sensory input as 
more informative than its own model of 
the world (based on prior information)



• In autism, there seems to be a problem with predictions, the precision of input 
and priors, and the handling of prediction errors.

• There’s a deficit in the flexible adjustment of predictions and their 

precision in function of context

• Autism may be related to problems with making predictions sensitive to the 
wider context.” 
(Palmer a.o., 2015)

• Autism may relate to a difference in the mechanisms that control the context-
sensitive adjustment of precisions (Palmer a.o., 2017)

Autism and the predictive mind



Context helps us to make sense of the 
world

Especially when the input is new, vague, 
unknown and ambiguous



Living in a relative (VUCA) world

Go back!

context

Stop! Don’t stop!

Nothing has an 
absolute meaning!
Everything depends 
on context.

Therefore, our brain 
became an expert in 
using context for 
making quick and 
smart guesses.



How does the brain use context?

context context

context

context

contextcontext

contextcontext

Well,
We don’t know how.

But we do know the brain 
does it spontaneous
and very, very fast



Absolute thinking in a relative world

Neurotypical brain Autistic brain

stimulusstimulus

context

meaning 1 meaning 2 meaning 3 meaning



Reduced ability to use the 
context spontaneously in 
giving meaning to (especially 
vague, ambiguous, new and 
abstract) stimuli. 

Autism as context blindness



Autism as context blindness 2.0

Context blindness 2.0:
Reduced ability to use the context 
unconsciously and spontaneously to 
generate predictions about the world 
and process prediction errors. 
ABSOLUTE THINKING IN A RELATIVE 
WORLD



Important difference!
Hypersensitivity:
§ Physiological 

response
§ Sensory threshold

Hyperreactivity:
•Psycho-emotional / 
behavioural 
response

The Sensory System The Limbic System



Keine eindeutigen, klaren Indikationen für 
verschiedene sensorische Schwellen bei Autismus



No unambiguous, clear indications for 
difference in sensory thresholds in autism

Kuiper, M. W., Verhoeven, E. W., & Geurts, H. M. (2019). Stop 
making noise! Auditory sensitivity in adults with an autism spectrum 
disorder diagnosis: physiological habituation and subjective 
detection thresholds. Journal of Autism and Developmental 
Disorders, 49(5), 2116-2128.

Stiegler, L. N., & Davis, R. (2010). Understanding sound sensitivity 
in individuals with autism spectrum disorders. Focus on Autism and 
Other Developmental Disabilities, 25(2), 67-75.

Lucker, J. R. (2013). Auditory hypersensitivity in children with 
autism spectrum disorders. Focus on Autism and Other 
Developmental Disabilities, 28(3), 184-191.







Keine stärkere sensorische Reaktion aber 
stärkeres Erleben von Stimuli

limbisch 
systeem

Interventionen auf das limbische System anstatt auf das sensorische System…



Sensory or anxiety and uncertainty?

Hyper
responsivity

Uncertainty
Anxiety

ê
Increased alertness

High precision in 
expected 

prediction error

Small deviations 
from prediction 
are noticed and 

processed







Strategies for sensory issues:
traditional way

Taking away 
stimulus

Reducing 
stimulus

Controlling 
stimulus

Stress 
coping

But from Hyperacusis – Tinnitus we learned:
• Do not eliminate sounds, but make sounds predictable and 

controllable :
• Working on 'feedforward' (prediction) instead of 'feedback‘ 

(stimulus)



Strategies for sensory issues?

Changing 
prediction

Giving 
control

Changing 
stimulus

Stress 
coping

Tackle the prediction errors!

• Predictability in (changes) in sensory environment
• Contextual clarifying of stimuli: 

PUSH THE CONTEXT BUTTON
• Changing the brains model of the world



Strategies for sensory issues?

Changing 
prediction

Giving 
control

Changing 
stimulus

Stress 
coping

Tackle the prediction errors!

• Knowing how to ‘control’ the 
stimulus
• Generating a competitive stimulus 

(again: predictability!)



If you can induce pain through 
information, you can also 
remove/reduce pain through 
information



Pain treatment 2.0



Die Wichtigkeit 
von Kontrolle



Understanding language and 
communication:

old model new model



N400
John eats fries with mayonnaise John eats fries with 

shoe



N400

• N400 lower in people with autism
(Pijnacker a.o., 2010)



Context and predicting language and communication

The brain makes quick guesses about what someone is 
going to say or show, based on context

• N400

•Lexical priming

Jan eet friet met mayonaise Jan eet friet met 
schoen.

• N400 lower in people with autism
(Pijnacker e.a., 2010)



Special issue Cortex, July 2015

Understanding language = predicting language!
If the person cannot predict, then slow down 

your communication



Context and predicting communication

The brain makes quick guesses about what 
someone is going to say or show, based on 

context

Contextual 
lexical priming



Context
§ Does not only help us to predict and 

recognize communication
§ It also helps us to avoid all the confusion 

of the ever changing meanings of what 
people say or show us



Context and communication

So, whatever we use to communicate…

Nothing has an absolute meaning, remember?

…their meaning is never fixed, but depending on the context

Let’s start!

words gestures pictures objects



When the day schedule says…
SPIELEN

? ?

Visual, but ambiguous and confusing



What is difficult for people with ASD, is to find 
out what something (a word, a sentence, a 
gesture, a picture etc.) means in this context

So, give time to process and ‘push the
context button’

Context and communication



Relation facial expression –emotion is not fixed

We never see facial expressions out of context

sad happy sad happy

Context and emotion recognition



It’s a relative world, remember?

Go back

context

Stop Faster!

Nothing 
has an 
absolute 
meaning!

Emotion 2 Sad Emotion 3



Facial expressions are inherently ambiguous!



Again: context…



Reading emotions FROM faces

That’s how we thought it was...
Computer metaphor

STIMULUS

OPEN 
MOUTH

UPWARDS 
LIFT

He’s 
happy!



Now we know it goes like this:
Predictive mind

STIMULUS

Reading emotions INTO faces

OPEN 
MOUTH

UPWARDS 
LIFT

He’s 
happy!



anger fear

Context: fear Context: anger

fear anger
Righart & De Gelder (2008)

Context more important than the face!



But people with autism rely on the face, not the context!

Context more important than the face!



Tell & Davidson (2014)

But people with autism rely on the face, not the context!
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Context more important than the face!



Link emotions to context



And it’s not just about emotion recognition!



Predictive coding explains social deficits in autism



Loth a.o. (2010)

Contextual variations are often seen as central or as fixed 
rules, even in those who pass high level ToM tests
e.g. having a dessert when going to a restaurant



Context and social competence
§ The biggest problem in ASD is not social skills (knowing what and 
how to do)

§ The biggest problem in ASD is knowing where and when to do it and 
where and when not

Social competence requires contextual sensitivity



§ Do not use decontextualized materials
§ Do not teach ‘skills’ but start from contexts
§ Link behaviours always to contexts

Starting a conversation

Contextualized teaching



Starting a conversation

Teaching  
a skill 

Situation # 1

Situation # 2

Situation # 3

generalization

Teaching: traditional approach: generic skills

Step 1: Think of what you’d like to say 

Step 2: Make sure you have the other person’s 
attention. Look at the person.

Step 3: Ask a question or make a comment.

Step 4: Listen carefully while the other person 
responds. 



Contextualized teaching
Does not start from skills but from contexts

Teaching 
context # 1

Skill # 1

Skill # 2

Skill # 3

including

Teaching 
context # 2

Skill # 1

Skill # 2

Skill # 3

including



Teaching and clarifying context:
ü What can happen in that context?
ü What can you do in that context? 
ü What can you say in that context?

Contextualized teaching



The Next Generation 
of Social Stories™:
• History & definition
• New Focus on Social 
Context
• Implications for 
Future Social Stories

Slide from Carol 
Gray’s presentation



Welcoming someone at your home:
§ When the person wears a coat, 

you ask “May I take your coat?”.
§ If the person says “no”,

invite him/her to come further in.
§ If the person says “yes”,

wait until he/she gives you the coat 
and hang it on the coat rack. 
If you don’t have a coat rack , 
hang the coat carefully over a chair.

Contextualized scripts



Pushing the 
context button 

helps to ‘predict’ 
an uncertain 

world with all its 
ever changing 

meanings



Hopefully you could put 
all the information 
in context…
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